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This dissertation establishes the acoustic nature of three classes of soft polymeric 
materials: (i) thiol-ene linear elastomers with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) network strands, 
(ii) brush- and comb-like elastomers with PDMS sidechains and n-butyl acrylate spacers, and 
(iii) ABA-triblock plastomer copolymers with linear poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) A-
blocks and brush PDMS B-blocks. Specifically, the acoustic attenuation, 𝛼, and the longitudinal 
speed of sound, 𝐶
𝑙
, are determined as functions of Young’s modulus, 𝐸0, by applying pulse-echo 
methods to obtain ultrasonic time-of-flight measurements. With corresponding mechanical 
analysis, it is shown that these tissue-soft but solvent-free materials inhabit a unique region in the 
acoustomechanical space of 𝛼 and 𝐸0, with α ranging from 1.2 to 5.9 dB/cm at 1 MHz and 𝐸0 
ranging from 2.9 to 185 kPa. Finally, it is shown with the plastomer and thiol-ene systems that 
the sub-atmospheric moduli additionally permit the complete in situ expansion of 
thermoexpandable fillers – and that this in turn enables precise control of composite modulus, 
attenuation, speed of sound, and volume. Finally, it is demonstrated that these composites (i) 
expand with millimeter resolution under high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) and (ii) yield 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Section 1.1: Goal & Objectives 
Ultrasound is extensively implemented in medicine to remotely image, heat, and actuate. 
For example, in addition to its iconic imaging applications (Figure 1.1A),[1] which now include 
the in vivo visualization of microorganisms,[2] ultrasound is used to ablate cancerous tissue 
(Figure 1.1B)[3,4] and break kidney stones (Figure 1.1C)[5] with surgical precision. Further, 
because ultrasound can be intensely focused, it is often possible to perform these functions in 
relatively noninvasive fashion with significant penetration depths, although the absorption of 
ultrasound prior to the focal point is an outstanding concern. Other representative applications 
include the use of ultrasound to augment drug delivery,[6,7] stimulate bone repair,[8] mend 




Figure 1.1: Biomedical applications of ultrasound. (A) Ultrasound imaging: a representative, 
personalized ultrasound device exhibits the advanced, compact, and commercialized state of 
ultrasound imaging. (B) Ultrasound heating: brain surgery (top) and tumor ablation (bottom) 
using high intensity focused ultrasound highlights the noninvasive potential of ultrasound 
heating as well as its significant penetration depth. (C) Ultrasound actuation: lithotriptic 
breakdown of kidney stones characterized by gigapascal moduli demonstrates the mechanical 
potential of ultrasound actuation. 
 
Motivated by this powerful utility, recent research has developed various ultrasound-
responsive materials with practical functions such as shape memory and drug release intended 
for biomedical application.[11-13] Despite this progress, however, none of these materials meet 
two acoustomechanical criteria, namely: (i) matching the static and dynamic mechanics of the 
surrounding tissue in order to support minimally invasive implantation[14,15] and (ii) absorbing 
ultrasound more readily than the tissue in order to support selective acoustic activation.[16-21] The 
only conventional materials to meet the first criterion are hydrogels. However, they fail to satisfy 
the second since their water fractions lead to relatively low, tissue-like attenuation coefficients 
(zone (i) of Figure 1.2A). For comparison, conventional linear strand elastomers represent the 
reverse case, with sufficiently high attenuation coefficients but overly high moduli relative to 
soft tissue (zone (ii) of Figure 1.2A).[22,23] Materials meeting both criteria are nonexistant (zone 
(iii) of Figure 1.2A), and would enable numerous unprecedented applications – e.g., tissue-
mimetic scaffolds, phantoms, and implants that could noninvasively and simultaneously undergo 




Figure 1.2: The outstanding need for biologically soft yet ultrasonically active materials. 
(A) Assuming that phenomena such as acoustic scattering are negligible, attenuation 
approximates absorption (Chapter II). Thus, plotting attenuation, α (Chapter III), as a function 
of Young’s modulus, E0 (Chapter IV), illustrates that (i) conventional hydrogel phantoms 
(squares) approach soft biological tissues (triangles in Zone (i)) in terms of modulus (E0 < 10
6 
Pa) but attenuate ultrasound waves equally (α < 1 dB/cm at 1 MHz), (ii) conventional linear 
polymers (circles), like hard tissues (triangle in Zone (ii), corresponds to tendon; further 
examples include cortical bone, trabecular bone, and dentin with α = 6.9, 9.9, and 80 dB/cm at 1 
MHz, respectively, and “off-the-charts” E = 2.1x1010, 1.5x1010, and 2.0x1010 Pa, respectively), 
attenuate ultrasound waves (α > 1 dB/cm at 1 MHz) relatively more than soft tissues but have 
moduli (E0 > 10
6 Pa) unsuited for applications therein, and (iii) there is an unmet need for 
materials that match the moduli of soft tissues and yet attenuate and absorb ultrasound waves 
more readily. Note that the starred circle is Sylgard 184 (synthesized as described in Chapter 
VII and characterized as described in Chapter III). (B) A hypothetical neural implant made 
from a “zone (iii)” material would support the selective and noninvasive application of 
ultrasound and thus enable ultrasound imaging and heating. As such, it could subsequently 
undergo thermally or mechanically induced shape, release, or volume transformations to fill 
surgical cavities, mark surgical interventions, or precisely deliver drugs. 
 
In short, while acoustic selectivity ideally requires solvent-free materials, tissue-like 
materials have conventionally relied on water as a mechanical mediator. This presents a unique 
challenge that constitutes the practical goal of this study: how to design acoustically active 
materials that, without using water, are as soft as living tissues. The fundamental goal is to 
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understand correlations between the network architecture, mechanical properties, and acoustic 
response. The corresponding specific objectives of the study include: 
(i) Synthesis of solvent-free polymer networks and composites that are biologically soft 
(ii) Mechanical characterization of the materials in terms of static and dynamic properties 
(iii) Acoustic characterization of the materials in terms of ultrasonic attenuation 
(iv) Proofs-of-concept for acoustic imaging and heating of the materials 
Toward this end, this dissertation evaluates three distinct classes of polymer networks: (i) 
thiol-ene elastomers made from linear strands using UV-initiated free radical polymerization 
(UV-FRP), (ii) brush- & comb-like elastomers made with macromonomers using UV-FRP, and 
(iii) self-assembled ABA-triblock plastomers made with linear A-blocks and brush-like B-blocks 
in a two-step process using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Specifically, prefaced 
by a theoretical primer (Chapter II) and a review of the experimental procedures (Chapters 
III), it acoustically and mechanically characterizes all three (Chapters IV, V, & VI), 
acoustically and mechanically characterizes volume-changing composites made by incorporating 
thermoexpandable fillers in (ii) and (iii) (Chapter VII), demonstrates ultrasound lithography and 
ultrasound imaging using the composites (Chapter IIX), and ends with a summary and general 
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL PRIMER 
Section 2.1: Acoustic Waves  
Acoustic waves are, by definition, the propagation of mechanical energy between two 
points of reference. Given the assumption of an unbounded and isotropic medium, this definition 
leads to the classical wave equation 
c2∇2u − utt = 0                                                                                                                                        (2.1) 
where 𝑐 is a constant and u is spatial position.[1] An infinite number of solutions exist for Eq. 2.1, 
and entire textbooks are devoted to developing them simply for ideal physical scenarios. 
Nonetheless, if we (i) treat the system one-dimensionally, (ii) assume perfect elasticity, and (iii) 
consider a single solution, then the canonical harmonic wave equation emerges as 
u(x, t) = Acos[kx − ωt + φ]                                                                                                                 (2.2) 
where A is amplitude, k is wavenumber, ω is angular frequency, and φ is phase. In order to 
connect this to material properties, it is necessary to incorporate the equations of motion. In 
short, the outcome is that Eq. 2.2 is satisfied by parameters such as displacement, velocity, 
acceleration, intensity, and pressure. This is exemplified for pressure as follows  
p(x, t) = p0cos[kx − ωt + φ]                                                                                                                (2.3) 
This result, however, depends on the assumption of perfect elasticity, which limits stress 
and strain to direct proportionality and allows the wave equation to adopt linear form (Eq. 2.3).[2] 
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In reality, stress depends on strain rate and is described by characteristic relaxation times. 
Propagation is therefore nonlinear and the connection above, when treated as such, yields 
practical relationships. For example, the longitudinal speed of sound is derived from the 









                                                                                                                                      (2.4) 








                                                                                                                                                  (2.5) 
Similarly, the moduli are defined in complex fashion by both elastic components and viscous 
components, known as the storage moduli (G′, K′, and E′) and loss moduli (G′′, K′′, and E′′). 
This is exemplified for E as 
E = E′ + iE′′                                                                                                                                              (2.6) 
where E is the Young’s modulus.[3] The key physical point here is that energy stored in the 
viscous modes during propagation either (i) dissipates thermally through absorption or (ii) 
returns to the wave later and out of phase. Thus, acoustic intensity attenuates exponentially as a 
function of distance, frequency, and the material properties of the medium. This is expressed in 
terms of pressure as  
P = P0𝑒
−𝛼𝑥/𝑓                                                                                                                                              (2.7) 
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where P0 is initial pressure, 𝑥 is distance, 𝑓 is frequency, and 𝛼 is the attenuation coefficient of 
the material.  
A critical implication of Eq. 2.7 is that materials have characteristic penetration depths 
(i.e., distances at which the amplitudes of incident waves attenuate to specified fractions of their 
initial values for given frequencies). In the case of ultrasonic frequencies in water, for example, 
waves can travel hundreds of meters without significant attenuation. It is this fact that enables 
sonar and certain forms of communication among dolphins. Recalling Chapter I, note (i) that 
the majority of human tissues have hydrogel-like compositions (ca. 70 v% water) and (ii) that 
ultrasound therefore achieves significant penetration depths in the body (Table 2.1). 
Table 2.1. Penetration depths of ultrasonic frequencies in various tissues. Penetration depths 
(X (cm) at P/P0 = 0.05) corresponding to the medically applied range of ultrasonic frequencies 
(0.5 to 30 MHz) for a selection of tissues.[4] 
Material α/f (dB cm-1 MHz-1) XP/Po= 0.05 (cm) 
Blood 0.2 4.8 to 290 
Fat 0.6 1.4 to 83 
Kidney 1.0 0.9 to 52 
Muscle 2.1 0.4 to 30 
Bone 20 0.04 to 2.6 
 
Synthetic hydrogels are the conventional form of soft matter used in biomedical 
applications. Though their moduli can approach the 10 – 104 Pa moduli of soft tissues, they rely 
on considerable solvent fractions that make them both mechanically unstable and, again, 
acoustically inactive relative to solvent-free counterparts (Figure 2.1).[5] Note here that the 
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attenuation of ultrasound by gels is extremely complex, and that there is no general equation for 
relating solvent fraction and attenuation. For example, in gels with particles, attenuation is a 
function of particle geometry, solvent, and salinity.[6]  
 
Figure 2.1: The attenuation of ultrasound in distilled water and conventional PDMS as 
functions of frequency.  For a given frequency, water attenuates ultrasound[7] by ~3 orders of 
magnitude less than does Sylgard184 (10:1 monomer to curing agent (w/w); cured overnight at 
65 °C)[8], which underpins the relatively low attenuation of the hydrogels and soft tissues (i.e., 
biological hydrogels) in Figure 1.2A. 
 
Nonetheless, a basic understanding can be gained by noting that the formation of a 
percolated network in a solution (i.e., the arrival of the gel point) increases attenuation by at least 
one order of magnitude for all of the practically applied ultrasound frequencies – in other words, 
a gelled solution attenuates ultrasound far more than does a non-gelled solution. Specifically, 
gelation introduces relaxation mechanisms that, in addition to the viscosity of the solvent, absorb 
wave energy that is out of phase. Note that it also decreases the power law dependence of the 
frequency from 2 for ideal solutions to between 1 and 2 for gels, tissues, and elastomers.[9] In 
short, conventional polymers absorb acoustic waves very well compared to gels. 
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In practice, 𝛼 is a function of any and all mechanisms that diminish the pressure of the 
wave, whether or not they contribute directly to absorption. Four such mechanisms exist: 
absorption, scattering, refraction, and reflection. The first is the basis of acoustic heating 
(Section 2.2) while all four constitute the basis of acoustic imaging (Section 2.3).  
Section 2.2: Acoustic Heating 
Acoustic heating is driven by a vast number of parameters that collectively determine 
material absorption coefficients (Eq. 2.7). From the materials perspective, there are contributions 
from heat capacity, thermal conductivity, bulk viscosity, shear viscosity, density, pressure, sound 
speed, and temperature. From the acoustic perspective, there are contributions from the intensity, 
frequency, scattering, reflection, refraction, and form of the applied wave. Many of these 
parameters are interrelated and vary in nonlinear complex manners. In practice, coefficients 
reflecting this nonlinearity are derived empirically and used to adjust the basic wave equations 
on a material-to-material basis in order to model absorption (much like the nonlinearity terms in 
the advanced van der Waals equation of state). Indeed, the thermal response of tissues to acoustic 
waves is still not well-understood. It is sufficient to realize, however, that all absorption 
mechanisms result from the viscous response of a material (Eq. 2.6) and that the absorption, 
Abs., is thus proportional to the ratio of the viscous response to the elastic response (i.e., to tanδ) 







                                                                                                                                   (2.8) 






                                                                                                                                           (2.9) 
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where 𝐼 is intensity, Cp is heat capacity, and 𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑡 is the temperature derivative with respect to 
time.[10] The key outcome here is that this pathway can generate impressive temperature 
gradients on the order of 100-200 °C (and, similarly, pressure gradients on the order of ~100 
Atm) using frequencies and intensities in the medically-applied range. Of course, elevating body 
temperature far beyond its 37 °C equilibrium can have mortal consequences, tissue coagulation 
and the onset of cellular apoptosis at 42 °C being two examples, and it is therefore critical that 
this heating is both controlled and local. Thankfully, advances in transducer technology have 
enabled this reality, with high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) transducers achieving 
pressure / temperature dual impact with millimeter resolution in a matter of seconds (Figure 
2.2). Note that the heating must also be selective – i.e., that the target material should reside in 
zone (iii) of Figure 1.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: High intensity focused ultrasound yields pressure / temperature dual impact.  
(A) Pressure distribution in a semi-crystaline poly(octylene adipate-co-poly(octylene 
diazoadipate) (POAOD) polymer melt after 2 seconds of exposure to a 1 MPa ultrasonic wave 
(~1 MHz center frequency). (B) The corresponding temperature distribution achieved in the 




Section 2.3: Acoustic Imaging 
Acoustic imaging is accomplished through a wide range of distinct modalities. For 
example, approaches include piezoelectric, capacitance, optical interference, optical diffraction, 
radiation force, and calorimetric phenomena. Discussion here, however, is limited to two general 
approaches based on the piezoelectric effect.  
Piezoelectric materials develop electric charge distributions under pressure and, 
conversely, pressurize when charged. It is via this process that the majority of acoustic 
transducers operate, converting electrical energy into mechanical energy and vice versa. In 
practice, modern piezoelectric imaging techniques employ transducer arrays that monitor 
multiple frequency bands. Consider, however, a single transducer that is (i) working at a single 
frequency of 30 MHz, (ii) contacting a human body, and (iii) acting as both transmitter and 
receiver. Upon electrical impulse, the transducer emits pressure waves that (i) propagate through 
most tissues without significant attenuation (Section 2.1) but (ii) are absorbed, refracted, 
reflected, and scattered by certain tissues and interfaces thereof. 
The predominant approach to imaging these phenomena leverages reflection events and 
is generally referred to as B-mode ultrasound (where “B” stands for “brightness”; Figure 1.1A). 
To quantify reflection and understand this methodology, it is necessary to introduce the concept 
of acoustic impedance. In basic terms, impedance describes the ease of pressure flow through 
materials. Though it may be derived rigorously from Eq. 2.3, it is simply presented below as 
Z = cρ                                                                                                                                                        (2.10) 
where c is the speed of sound and ρ is density. At an interface, the relative impedance determines 






                                                                                                                                         (2.11) 
where 𝑍0 is impedance in the material of origin and 𝑍1 is impedance in the second material.
[4] 
This relationship may be understood intuitively by considering the example of a submerged 
swimmer. If an observer on the surface shouts to the swimmer, then the swimmer hears nothing 
given the relative impedance of water and air. Likewise, if the swimmer shouts, then the observer 
will not hear it. In the case of a human body, interfaces between hard tissues and soft tissues 
produce an analogous result (as do interfaces involving air-containing tissues and organs – e.g., 
the lungs, stomach, or bowel) while those between two soft tissues generate minimal reflection. 
Upon returning to the transducer, received signals are thereby related to interfacial reflections 
and, if assumptions are made about the speed of sound in the tissue, yield the distance from the 
transducer to each interface. Thus, as the transducer scans the body, it creates a spatial matrix of 
reflection amplitudes that is subsequently translated into brightness on a display. 
The second imaging approach is significantly more complex (utilizing nonlinear 
phenomena) and is discussed here only in the most basic terms. Essentially, it leverages three 
key facts: (i) that the transducer is single frequency, (ii) that objects resonate under certain 
characteristic frequencies, and (iii) that resonating objects emit harmonics of their resonant 
frequencies. A classic and impressive example of harmonic resonance is the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge, which oscillated and ultimately collapsed due to sustained wind currents. In the case of 
acoustic imaging, spherical microbubbles resonate in similar fashion under the influence of 
applied waveforms, thereby contributing harmonic frequencies to the overall field. If a second 
transducer specific to these frequencies receives the transformed signal, then high-resolution 
imaging results. Note that the resonance frequency of a given microbubble depends on many 
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factors including radius, surface tension, pressure, and, if the bubble has a shell, the material 
properties of the shell.[11-13] Furthermore, interesting actuation phenomena such as collapse, 
microstreaming, and microjetting may occur with sufficiently high acoustic intensities – and thus 
enable cargo release, the permeabilization of membranes, and a host of other therapeutically-
applied interactions.[14]   
Section 2.4: Conclusion 
Acoustic imaging applications predominantly rely on three material properties: (i) 
attenuation, 𝛼, (ii) speed of sound, C, and (iii) density, ρ (Eq. 2.7). Further, C and ρ may be used 
together in order to calculate modulus (Eqs. 2.4 & 2.5), which in turn informs biomedical 
applications and may also be measured using a rheometer. Acoustic heating applications 
similarly rely on three material properties: (i) absorption, Abs., (ii) heat capacity, Cp, and (iii) 
density, ρ (Eq. 2.9). Absorption may be measured thermally or approximated by (i) measuring 
tanδ using a rheometer or (ii) measuring the acoustic attenuation coefficient, 𝛼. Thus, 𝛼 is a 
general indicator of whether or not a material is acoustically active and, because it is much easier 
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CHAPTER III: ACOUSTIC & MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION 
Section 3.1: Acoustic Characterization 
Acoustic measurements were conducted using a pulse-echo method based on those 
presented by Selfridge, Hsu & Hughes, and He & Zheng.[1-3] Specifically, a watertight, 
rectangular container (~0.5 x 0.25 x 0.25 m (Length x Width x Height)) was constructed using 
polycarbonate (PC) sheets and epoxy. A sample holder was then (i) constructed using PC sheets 
and screws and (ii) temporarily secured to the base of the container in order to allow the loading 
and XYZ-movement of cylindrical samples several inches above the base. A pair of 0.5” aperture 
Panametrics-NDT V303 1.0 MHz transducers (Olympus) were then individually clamped, with 
their faces were 30 cm apart, to a linear rail such that they could be slid back and forth along the 
rail. The linear rail was then positioned and temporarily secured on top of the container such that 
the transducers were suspended in the container approximately in line with the sample holder 
(Figure 3.1A). Note that the transducer-cable connections were wrapped liberally with TeflonTM 
tape in order to minimize the unwanted entrance of water into the transducer bodies. The 
transducer pair was connected to a 5077PR Square Wave Pulser/Receiver (Olympus) operated at 
400 V, a pulse repetition frequency of 400 Hz, and allowing for signal gain adjustments. The 
Pulser/Receiver was in turn connected to a PDA14 Waveform Digitizer (Signatec) for data 
acquisition. 
Custom LabVIEW software was used to view and record the signals received by the 
transducers, with each recording (i.e., measurement) being constituted by the average of 100 
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automated signal acquisitions obtained over the course of ~2 seconds. Note that the accurate 
measurement here of both the speed of sound and the attenuation (discussed below) requires the 
faces of the transducers and the faces of the sample to all be parallel, and that this measurement 
protocol therefore alleviates the error that arises from the movement of the sample in the holder 
due to the motion of the water bath. 
 
Figure 3.1: Ultrasound transducer setup. Two 1 MHz transducers clamped to a linear rail and 
suspended in a water bath such that the signal between them (represented by the red line) passes 
through the aperture of a sample holder secured to the base of the water bath.  
 
For each recording, the signal gain was adjusted such that the maximum voltage received 
by the Waveform Digitizer was less than 1. The maximum magnitude and corresponding time of 
each peak were then measured for transmission from Transducer A to Transducer B (VT in 
Figure 3.2A), from B to A (VT in Figure 3.2A when A and B are flipped), from A to A (VR1 and 
VR2 in Figure 3.2A), and from B to B (VR1 and VR2 in Figure 3.2A when A and B are flipped) 
(i.e., A to A and B to B being reflection mode), with blanks in each case (shown for A to B in 
Figure 3.2B). For each sample set, at least three sets of measurements were obtained (i.e., each 





Figure 3.2: Ultrasound measurement protocol. (A) Transmission from (i) Transducer A to 
Transducer B, where VT is the signal (recorded as V(T), with T in µs) transmitted through a 
sample and (ii) A to A (i.e., reflection mode), where VR1 and VR2 are respectively the first and 
second reflections received from the sample. (B) Transmission from Transducer A to Transducer 
B without a sample, where VBlank is the transmitted signal. Both cases are in water, are 
illustrative of the setup in Figure 3.1, and were also conducted in reverse (i.e., from B to A). 
 
After measuring each sample, it is recommended here to measure blanks for two reasons: 
(i) components in the setup may be accidentally shifted during the course of the experiment (thus 
altering both the transducer-sample alignment and the distances between components, the 
respective precision and accuracy of which are critical to the calculations discussed below) and 
(ii) the performance of the transducers was observed to drift over time (e.g., VBlank was observed 
to drift from ~1.5 V at the beginning of an experiment to ~1.45 V at the end; for reference, a 
typical experiment entailed the measurement of between 3 and 12 samples in triplicate and lasted 
for anywhere from ~30 m to ~3 hours). This drift is presumably due to the unwanted entrance of 
water, through the TeflonTM tape, into the transducer bodies. While it may be alleviated by 
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conducting only a few measurements per experiment and then letting the transducers dry, this 
approach would necessitate multiple system alignments. 
 
Figure 3.3: Ultrasound peak assignment. (A) Transmission from Transducer A to Transducer 
A (i.e., reflection mode) yields one peak of primary interest, “1” (which embodies both VR1 and 
VR2 from Figure 3.2A). (B) Similarly, Transmission from A to B yields one peak of primary 
interest, “1” (which corresponds to VT from Figure 3.2A). 
 
Using both (i) “A to A” and “A to B” and (ii) “B to A” and “B to B”, acoustic 
attenuation, 𝛼, was calculated in Np/cm (units of dB/cm are obtained by multiplying each result 










                                                                                                         (3.1) 
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where 𝑑 is the thickness of the sample in centimeters.  
Note that this equation may be derived by (i) solving  
VR1 = V0RW/Se
−αWater(x−d) ≅  V0RW/S                                                                                    (3.2) 
for RW/S, where RW/S (i.e., RWater/Sample) is the reflection coefficient of a wave moving from 
water into the sample and αWater is assumed to be approximately zero, (ii) solving 
VT = V0TW/STS/We
−αWater(x−d)e−αd ≅  V0(1 − RW/S
2 ) e−αd                                                    (3.3) 
for α, where αWater is again assumed to be approximately zero and TW/S and TS/W are the 
transmission coefficients of a wave moving from water into the sample and vice versa, and (iii) 
plugging in RW/S from Eq. 3.2. 
In basic terms, this process enables the measurement of α using a single sample by 
simultaneously accounting for the portion of the wave that is reflected at the interface between 
the sample and the surrounding water.  
Note that α may also be obtained by measuring VBlank and VT for multiple samples with varying 
d and plotting  ln (
VT
VBlank




) = ln(1 − RW/S
2 ) − αd                                                                                              (3.4) 
where the y-intercept, ln(1 − RW/S
2 ), yields the reflection coefficient (and thus the transmission 
coefficients) and the slope is equal to α. 
Note further that both processes utilize the maxima of the magnitude of the signals and 
assume that the transducers operate at a single frequency. In reality, transducers emit bands of 
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frequencies. For example, the transducers utilized herein emit a band of frequencies centered at 
0.93 MHz (Figure 3.4). Thus, each α calculated using Eq. 3.1 was divided by 0.93.   
Finally note that by calculating the Fourier transform of each signal, it is possible to 
obtain α as a function of frequency. However, while straightforward, this method is relatively 
inaccurate compared to other methods (e.g., obtaining α(𝑓) by measuring a single sample with 
multiple transducer pairs characterized by various center frequencies – for example, 1, 5, 10, and 
20 MHz transducers for the biomedical applications of ultrasound) given that the peripheral 
frequencies are emitted at lower amplitudes. 
 
Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of the “1 MHz” transducers. The transducers utilized 
herein emit a range of frequencies from ~500 kHz to ~1.5 MHz, with a center frequency of 0.93 
MHz. 
 




                                                         (3.5) 
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where 𝑇(𝑉𝑠) corresponds to the time in seconds of the maxima of the respective peaks and 
𝐶𝑙,𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the longitudinal speed of sound in water.  
Note that other equations for calculating 𝐶𝑙 may be derived. For example, 𝐶𝑙 may be 
calculated from 𝐶𝑙,𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 and manual measurements of x and d. Similarly, 𝐶𝑙 may be calculated 
from d by using a single transducer to obtain 𝑇(𝑉𝑅1) and 𝑇(𝑉𝑅2). While both of these methods 
and Eq. 3.5 are more accurate and precise given larger d, the final method (i.e., the single 
transducer method) is particularly sensitive given that reflections from thin samples will 
constructively and destructively interfere and thereby shift 𝑇(𝑉𝑅1) and 𝑇(𝑉𝑅2) (a known issue in 
the field of pulse-echo measurements)[4]. Finally note that both 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐶𝑙,𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 are functions of 
temperature, pressure, and the content of the medium (e.g., the salinity of the water). 
 
Figure 3.5: The accuracy of using a single transducer to measure the longitudinal speed of 
sound in samples as a function thickness. Reflections in thin samples lead to constructive and 
destructive signal interference and thus limit accuracy. The longitudinal speed of sound in thin 
samples is therefore below the theoretical (i.e., literature) value (dashed line) when measured 




Prior to each experiment, the system was aligned by magnifying peak “1” in the transmission 
spectrum of Transducer A to Transducer B (Figure 3.3) and manually adjusting both transducers 
in an iterative manner. 
Section 3.2: Mechanical Characterization 
Section 3.2.1: Rheology 
Rheology was performed on an RSA-G2 Solids Analyzer (TA Instruments). Unless 
otherwise noted in the subsequent chapters, all tests were conducted in triplicate to ensure 
accuracy and precision. Several methods were employed: 
Chapters V & VI (“Brushes & Combs” and “Plastomers”): Specimens were cut from 
films using an SDMP-1000 / JIS K6251-7 dumbbell cutter (Dumbbell Co., Ltd.) to yield samples 
with bridge dimensions of 12 mm × 2 mm × ~2 mm (Length x Width x Thickness). Dumbbells 
were then loaded and stretched uniaxially at 25˚C with a constant strain rate of 0.005 s-1 until 
break. 
Chapter VII (“Thiol-Ene Elastomers”): Specimens were individually molded in a custom-
machined TeflonTM mold. The mold cavity dimensions (in ASTM D638 nomenclature) were as 
follows: 37.50 mm length overall, 6.00 mm width overall, 2.00 mm thickness, 13.50 mm 
distance between grips, 3.20 mm gage width, and 10.00 mm gage length. Sample dimensions 
were measured individually via caliper prior to measurement. An initial axial force of 0.05 N 
(1E-3 N sensitivity) was established and an oscillatory strain of 5% with an angular frequency of 
6.28 rad/s was applied while temperature was ramped from 308 to 410 K at 10 K/min. 
Chapter IIX (“Composites”): In all experiments, specimens were cut from films using the 
SDMP-1000 / JIS K6251-7 dumbbell cutter. Both uniaxial extension and oscillation experiments 
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were performed. The oscillation experiments used the same protocol described above. In one 
extension experiment (Method A), one dumbbell was repeatedly measured at 25 °C after being 
heated to incrementally increasing temperatures. In each measurement, the dumbbell was 
stretched to approximately 160% of its original length at a constant linear rate of 0.2 mm/s, with 
a data sampling rate of 3 pts/s. For each heating, a 3 min soak time at the maximum temperature 
was used. This was followed, after cooling back to 25 °C, by a 5 min soak time. The dumbbell 
was unloaded before each extension, remeasured with calipers, and reloaded. In another 
extension experiment (Method B), multiple dumbbells were measured at 25 °C after being heated 
to incrementally increasing temperatures. In each measurement, the dumbbell was stretched at a 
constant linear rate of 0.2 mm/s, with a data sampling rate of 5 pts/s. For each heating, a 5 min 
soak time at the maximum temperature was used. This was followed, after cooling back to 25 °C, 
by a 5 min soak time.  
Section 3.2.2: Fitting 
For the thiol-ene elastomers, values of modulus (E) were simply taken directly from the 
RSA-G2 Solids Analyzer. For the composites, calculations were developed to account for the 
change in sample volume with temperature, these are presented in Section 7.4. For the brushes, 
combs, and plastomers, true stress was plotted as a function of elongation, 𝜆, which is defined as 
the ratio of the sample’s instantaneous size, 𝐿, to its initial size, 𝐿0. Given the semi-flexible 
nature of the brush-like network strands, the obtained stress-strain curves were analyzed in terms 
of structural modulus, 𝐸, and the strain-stiffening parameter, 𝛽 = 〈𝑅𝑖𝑛
2 〉 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥
2⁄ , which are fitting 









]                                                                (3.6) 
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Note that 𝐸 and 𝛽 together describe the stress-strain behavior introduced in Chapter I.[5.6] 
Finally, Young’s modulus, 𝐸0, was determined by taking the tangent of the stress-strain 
curves at 𝜆 = 1. Note that it can also be determined at 𝜆 = 1 from the fitting parameters as  
𝐸0 =  𝐸(1 + 2(1 −  𝛽)
−2
)/3 ))                                                                                                (3.7) 
Note also that the elongation-at-break, 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥, is related to 𝛽 as 
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛽
−0.5                                                                                                                              (3.8) 
When performing this fit (i.e., Eq. 3.6), there are two critical considerations: (i) how to adjust the 
start of the stress-strain curve and (ii) how much of the data to include in the fitting range. The 
first consideration arises from the fact that loading a dumbbell is an imperfect process. For 
example, there may be slack in the loaded dumbbell or, conversely, tension may be introduced 
while loading. It is recommended here to purposefully include a small amount of slack. Thus, the 
stress-strain curve will begin with a plateau at zero strain, and the data can be cut until its end 
(Figure 3.6A,B). Then, the first data point can be shifted to (1,0). Of course, this plateau is not 
always perfectly flat in practice and it is then unclear at which point sample deformation begins. 
This ambiguity can be exacerbated by a crooked loading or by heterogeneous features of the 
sample itself. Indeed, most samples do not have entirely straight features.  
The second consideration arises from the fact that Eq. 3.6 is not always a perfect 
theoretical description. Along these lines, the reader is encouraged to consult (i) Carillo 2013 and 
Dobrynin 2011 for more details on the equation and (ii) Sheiko 2017 (particularly the SI) and 
2018 for details on how it applies to brushes & combs and plastomers respectively.[7.8] For the 
purposes of this dissertation, however, it is first worth noting qualitatively that the fitting range 
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drastically affects the values of 𝐸 and 𝛽 obtained. Generally, samples should be extended until 
break to yield an accurate fit. For example, the partial-extension of Method A described above 
does not yield enough data for fitting, only for the determination of 𝐸0 from the tangent of the 
stress-strain curves at 𝜆 = 1. Second, while the stress-strain curves of the brushes & combs and 
the thiol-ene elastomers may be fit entirely, those of the plastomers unfold in a two-stage process 
(Chapter VI), with the equation only being applicable to the first stage. Thus, it is generally 
recommended to fit every curve for multiple ranges, and to then employ the range with the 
lowest standard error of the fit. For all of the materials in this work, the optimal fitting range was 
always above 𝜆 = 1.5 and roughly corresponded to the middle of the plateaus in the plots of the 




Figure 3.6: Fitting stress-strain curves. (A) A representative stress-strain curve exhibits a (B) 
small plateau that corresponds to intentional loading slack in the sample. Various amounts of 
data may be cut to account for this slack. Here, the data was cut until 𝜆 = 1.025, though more 
extensive cuts are shown to demonstrate (C,D) the effect of cutting on the fitting parameters 𝐸 
and 𝛽 (where circles, squares, triangles, and stars correspond to cuts up to 𝜆 = 0 (i.e., uncut), 
1.025, 1.075, and 1.150 respectively). 
 
Further, for the plastomers, the optimal fitting range generally corresponded to the onset 
of the second stage of deformation. Note that 𝐸 is more sensitive to the treatment of the first 
consideration discussed above than is 𝛽. While various fitting ranges were manually evaluated 
herein with Origin software, which automatically calculates the standard error of the fit, it is 
recommended to code a script for this purpose.  
Section 3.3: Conclusion 
The acoustic methods described herein, while sufficient for the purposes of this 
dissertation, are relatively basic. For example, future work could account for diffraction effects 
in the acoustic signals, interrogate the nonlinear characteristics of the signals, or measure the 
shear speed of sound, the dispersion, and the pressure and temperature distributions in the 
samples; further, it could measure all of these properties, in addition to those measured herein, as 
functions of frequency for the medically applied range (particularly, from 1 to 20 MHz) by 
repeating the experiments with multiple transducer sets.[9-13] Along these lines, it is worth noting 
that various models have been developed for calculating waveforms moving through solids 
immersed in fluids.[14-15] Finally, future work could also measure the heat capacities of the 
presented materials in order to help solve engineering problems related to practical applications 
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CHAPTER IV: LINEAR STRAND THIOL-ENE ELASTOMERS 
Section 4.1: Introduction 
Conventional elastomers have lower limits on their moduli (on the order of 105 Pa) as a 
consequence of the chain entanglements that form during their synthesis.[1] This is expressed in 
terms of shear modulus as  









)                                                                                                                (4.1) 
where 𝑓 is the functionality of the crosslinking agent, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is 
temperature, 𝑀𝑥 is the number average molar mass of the crosslinking strands, and 𝑀𝑒 is the 
number average molar mass of the entanglement strands.[2,3] Thus, the entanglement plateau 
prevents conventional elastomers from mimicking the moduli of soft living tissues (recall 
Chapter I). Examination of Eq. 4.1, however, reveals two approaches for avoiding this plateau, 
namely: (i) eliminating or reducing entanglements (e.g., by crosslinking in dilute solution or by 
crosslinking ring polymers) and (ii) increasing 𝑀𝑒. In melts, the same two approaches apply.
[4-8]  
While increasing 𝑀𝑒 will lead to softer networks, lowering the number average molecular 
weight of the network strands below a certain threshold will eliminate entanglements entirely. 
This threshold, known as the entanglement limit, is chemistry specific and, for PDMS, 
corresponds to a molar mass of 12,000 g/mol. In other words, PDMS strands smaller than this 
mass are too short to entangle. With the intent of making solvent-free (i.e., acoustically active), 
unentangled networks in order to mimic biological softness, this study began by investigating 
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relatively short PDMS-based macromonomers that undergo UV-initiated thiol-ene click 
chemistry.  
Thiol-ene chemistry is very well established and the synthetic aspects have been 
reviewed extensively – with indications for potential shape memory and self-healing 
applications, for example.[2-4] Its specific potential for making biomimetic elastomers, however, 
is less studied.  
 
Figure 4.1: Synthetic scheme for unentangled, UV-cured, linear strand thiol-ene 
elastomers. (A) A thiol-functionalized macromonomer (where ?̅? = 2.5 and ?̅? = 89; solid black 
circle) is reacted with an ene-end-functionalized macromonomer (where ?̅? = 79; hollow black 
circle) using a UV-initiator dissolved in a small amount of chloroform to form (B) an 
unentangled network with complete connectivity (lines represent thiol-ene bonds). Note that this 
network corresponds to a thiol-to-ene ratio of 1, and that ratios above or below this value will 
respectively result in dangling thiol and ene ends. 
 
Specifically, di-functional vinyl-terminated PDMS and di- and tri-thiol-functionalized 
PDMS were employed, with the former acting as a chain extender as well as a network strand 
and the latter acting as a chain extender as well as a crosslinker (Figure 4.1). This dual role of 
the latter results from the fact that some of the macromonomers (i.e., the extenders) have two 




Section 4.2: Synthesis 
Section 4.2.1 Materials 
Expancel 461DU40 was generously provided for free by AkzoNobel. Vinyl-terminated 
polydimethylsiloxane (DMS-V21; M.W. = 6000 g/mol) and (mercaptopropyl)methylsiloxane-
dimethylsiloxane copolymer (SMS-022; M.W. = 6000 – 8000 g/mol) were purchased from 
Gelest and purified immediately prior to use with Al2O3 
Section 4.2.2: Procedure 
First, DMS-V21 was mixed with SMS-022 in various thiol-to-ene functional group molar 
ratios (i.e., ratios calculated given 2.5 thiol and 2 ene groups per SMS-022 and DMS-V21 chain, 
respectively – as determined by 1H-NMR). Expancel 461DU40 microspheres were then gently 
dispersed in this solution. Separately, (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)-phosphine oxide (BAPO) was 
dissolved in chloroform (0.7 and 6.0 wt% respectively). This solution was then combined with 
the macromonomer/microsphere mixture, mixed using a Digital Vortex Mixer (Fisher Scientific), 
molded, and polymerized for 10 m in an ELC-500 UV-Curing Chamber (Electro-Lite). Samples 
were washed in chloroform overnight and dried in ambient conditions, with completion assessed 
by mass. Gel fractions were consistently ~95% by weight. 
Section 4.3: Mechanical & Acoustic Results 
Modulus as a function of temperature was determined for a range of compositions with 
various thiol-to-ene ratios (Figure 4.2). Note that the linear nature of the curves validates the 
elastomeric nature of the networks. Interestingly, modulus increased as the ratio was increased 
from 1.11 to 2.14, and then decreased again as the ratio was increased to 2.66. The peak occurred 
approximately at a ratio of 2. The number average molar mass of the crosslinking strands was 
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calculated by applying Eq. 4.1 to this data and assuming that there were entanglements, with 
most of the values being at or below the entanglement limit for PDMS. 
 
Figure 4.2: Controlling modulus in the thiol-ene networks. (A) Diene macromonomers react 
with di- and tri-thiol-functionalized macromonomers to form soft networks wherein (B) modulus 
is controlled by the molar ratio of thiol and ene functional groups. (C) Applying Eq. 4.1 to the 
curves yields the number average molar mass of the network strands, which is near or below the 
entanglement limit of PDMS in every case. 
 
To establish the acoustic nature of the materials, the attenuation and speed of sound were 
determined for the thiol-to-ene ratio of 2-to-1.8 (i.e., 1.11), which has a Young’s modulus of 50 




Section 4.4: Outlook 
Similar thiol-ene systems are known to homopolymerize – i.e., for the ene groups to react 
with each other. Further, ene groups are known to react with the PDMS backbone itself. Even 
more common is the reaction of thiol groups with each other. Indeed, preliminary results suggest 
that the materials studied herein become brittle over time, presumably as a result of disulfide 
bond formation. Thus, future work will study the reaction progress in terms of each of these 
mechanisms as functions of the above compositions.   
Given the promising value of α obtained, future work will also acoustically characterize 
the other compositions. Similarly, future work will investigate the effect of the strand length of 
both the ene and thiol macromonomers on both the mechanical and acoustic properties. Initial 
results show that, at the same ratio of thiol to ene, increasing the length of thiol macromonomer 
leads to lower moduli and higher elongations-at-break. Finally, future work will investigate the 
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CHAPTER V: BRUSH- AND COMB-LIKE ELASTOMERS 
Section 5.1: Introduction 
While the thiol-ene elastomers presented above avoid entanglement by having short 
network strands, the control of their mechanical properties is not very broad. Recalling Eq. 4.1, 
brush-like polymers eliminate entanglements, without using solvent, through the systemic 
grafting of oligomeric sidechains to network backbones.[1-5] Moreover, they may be crosslinked 
so as to maintain stable ultrasoft moduli over a broad frequency range, while subsequent tuning 




Figure 5.1: The progression from linear strand elastomers to crosslinked bottlebrush 
elastomers. (A) Entangled linear melts behave like rubbers, exhibiting a plateau modulus on the 
order of 105 Pa. (B) Adding oligomeric sidechains results in flexible backbones, reduced chain 
entanglement, and increased molar mass of entanglement strands. Collectively, these effects 
eliminate the conventional entanglement plateau and yield ultrasoft moduli. (C) Crosslinking 
stabilizes these ultrasoft moduli over a broad range of frequencies. Inset: increasing and 
decreasing crosslinking shifts the plateau up and down. Data courtesy of Daniel, W.F.M.  
 
It is worth noting here as an aside that both sidechains and backbones may be chemically 
tailored to suit various applications without compromising the material properties. This 
progression from linear melts to crosslinked bottlebrush networks is presented above in Figure 
5.1. In short, modern brush- and comb-like polymers embody a solvent-free, architectural 
platform for replicating biological softness. 
They are defined by three independent structural parameters – the degrees of 
polymerization of the sidechains (nsc), spacer between sidechains (ng), and strand backbone (nx) 
(Figure 5.2). The initial objective of this study was therefore to synthesize a library of brush- 
and comb-like polymers characterized by the combinatorial variation of these parameters (and 
thereby establish a platform with more control relative to the linear strand thiol-ene platform). 
This library, synthesized by the author herein, incidentally wound up serving as one of three 
platforms in Sheiko (Nature. 2017, 549, 497-501), wherein extensive theoretical work by 
collaborators led to universal equations connecting molecular architecture and stress-strain 
behavior. Thus, it is suggested here to read both the main text of that paper and its supplemental 
information for an in-depth walk-through thereof, which includes the related physics. Some key 
results are nonetheless repeated here. For example, it is worth noting immediately that: (i) the 
grafting distributions in the networks were shown by 1H-NMR to be relatively uniform for 
different grafting densities and (ii) the network structures were shown to be relatively uniform by 
theoretically validating the experimental extensibility of the networks with independent 
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variables. While the synthesis of the materials was also discussed, a slightly more comprehensive 
description is provided below. 
Section 5.2: Synthesis 
Section 5.2.1: Materials 
Diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO) / 2-hydroxy-2-
methylpropiophenone (initiator blend), aluminum oxide (activated, basic, Brockmann I) (Al2O3), 
and tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Millipore Sigma) and 
used as received. Ethanol (EtOH, 200 proof) and anisole were purchased from VWR and used as 
received. n-Butyl acrylate (nBA, 99%) was purchased from Acros and purified immediately prior 
to use with Al2O3. Monomethacryloxypropyl- and α,ω-methacryloxypropyl-terminated 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (MCR-M11 and DMS-R18) were purchased from Gelest and purified 
prior to use with Al2O3. 
Section 5.2.2 Procedure 
The brushes and combs were prepared by one-step polymerization of side-chains 
(MCR-M11), spacer (nBA), and cross-linker (DMS-R18) (all filtered with Al2O3 as above 
using either (i) a glass column packed with glass wool and Al2O3 OR (ii) a 5 mL NORM-
JECT syringe with a Luer-Lock tip and a 25 mm syringe filter with 0.45 µm PTFE), with 
anisole as solvent and BAPO as initiator (reagent parameters in Table 5.1).  
Table 5.1: Molecular properties of brush- and comb-like elastomer reagents. 
 MCR-M11 nBA DMS-R18 Initiator Anisole 
ρ (g/mL) (1) 0.96 0.898 0.98 1.12 0.995 
MW (g/mol) (2) 950 128.2 5000 348.4 108.1 
1) Density, 2) molecular weight  
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The initial reaction mixtures (ratios of MCR-M11, nBA, and DMS-R18), detailed below in 
Table 5.2, were adjusted to achieve the targeted [ng, nx, nsc] using Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2, where 𝑀 
is mass and 𝑀𝑊 is molecular weight; masses were adjusted to achieve both (i) 50% anisole by 
volume and (ii) the same mole fraction of initiator, 𝑥𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ≅ 0.005 with respect to initiator, 



















                                                                        (5.2) 
Specifically, MCR-M11 and nBA were added to a 100 mL vial. Then, to maximize accuracy, 
“stock” solutions of DMS-R18 and initiator were made using anisole (e.g., 100 mg of initiator 
per 1 mL of anisole) and added dropwise to the vial in appropriate amounts (e.g., Table 5.2). 
Note that Table 5.2 provides values intended for making samples for mechanical testing (i.e., 
relatively thin samples). For the acoustic samples, the amounts were scaled up to yield samples 
with ~65 mm diameters and ~7 mm thickness (recall Figure 3.4). Accounting for the anisole 
therein, more anisole was then added to bring the total volume fraction of anisole to 50%. A 
TeflonTM-coated petri dish liner (90 mm diameter; WELCH Fluorocarbon) was then placed in a 




Figure 5.2: Synthetic scheme for crosslinked brush- and comb-like elastomers. (A) A 
difunctional crosslinker (DMS-R18; line with two black circles), a monofunctional 
macromonomer (MCR-M11; line with grey circle), and a monofunctional diluent (n-butyl 
acrylate; hollow circle) are dissolved in anisole (50 v%) with a radical initiator (BAPO) to react 
and respectively become (B) crosslinks, sidechains, and spacers in a brushlike network wherein 
nsc, ng, and nx are the degrees of polymerization of the sidechains, spacer between sidechains, and 
strand backbone. 
 
The petri dish was then placed without a top into a custom-built nitrogen box for 
10 minutes, before being topped and allowed to react for 12 hours. It is recommended 
here to weigh down the top of the petri dish in order to obtain a flat sample (particularly, 
the now-empty 100 mL vial is recommended for use). After reaction, the sample was 
removed from the petri dish liner and placed in DURAN Steriplan soda-lime petri dish 
(200 mm diameter) filled with THF. The THF was replaced after 12 hours to swell and 
wash, and then twice again by EtOH at 12 hour increments to wash and de-swell. 
Generally, samples were then left in the hood for a day before being placed in a 50 °C 
oven overnight to dry, the completion of which was montiored via mass. Note here that 
samples with low ng (1-4) or high nx (>600) should be handled with extra care given their 
“stickiness” (extensibility and softness). Further, it is recommended that multiple samples 
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be made at once since “stock” solutions should be made each time. Gel fractions ranged from 82 
to 95%. 
 
Table 5.2: Representative synthetic compositions of brush- and comb-like elastomers. 










32 1200 14 2.66 11.15 187 165 14 
32 300 14 2.66 11.15 750 165 14 
∞ 600 14 - 14.00 455 197 15 
32 600 14 2.66 11.15 380 160 14.2 
16 600 14 4.63 9.39 327 140 14.3 
8 600 14 7.25 6.88 253 113 14.4 
4 600 14 10.19 4.11 180 73 14.5 
2 600 14 12.80 1.72 112 48 14.5 
1 600 14 14.20 - 62 27 14 
1-3) Degrees of polymerization of the sidechains, spacer between sidechains, and strand backbone. 
 
Section 5.3: Mechanical & Acoustic Results 
Section 5.3.1: Mechanical Results 
To establish the mechanical scope of the chemistry, 𝑛𝑥 was varied from 50 to 1200 (i.e., 
from a highly crosslinked network to a loosely crosslinked network) and 𝑛𝑔 was varied from 1 to 
64 (i.e., from fully-grafted backbones to backbones with very few sidechains). Sidechain length, 
𝑛𝑠𝑐, was not varied.  
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Subsequent tensile tests (Section 3.2.1) revealed four distinct correlations between 𝐸 
(obtained from Eq. 3.6) and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 (obtained from Eq. 3.8 by way of Eq. 3.6 and also 
experimentally measured), namely: (i) the conventional decrease of 𝐸 as 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases, (ii) the 
concurrent increase of 𝐸 and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥, (iii) increase and decrease of 𝐸 at constant 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥, and (iv) 
increase and decrease of 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 at constant 𝐸 (Figure 5.3A,B,C,D). In short, combinatorial 
variation of the [𝑛𝑠𝑐 , 𝑛𝑔, 𝑛𝑥] triplet enables the independent variation of 𝐸 and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥.  
As introduced above, these results were mapped into models of the corresponding 
chemical structures and analyzed using Eq. 3.6 to establish selection rules for programming 
targeted 𝐸 and 𝛽 (i.e., stress-strain curves fit using Eq. 3.6) in Sheiko (Nature. 2017, 549, 497-
501). Specifically, 𝐸 and 𝛽 were extracted from alginate gel, jellyfish, and acrylamide gel stress-




Figure 5.3: Independent variation of structural modulus and elongation-at-break in brush- 
and comb-like elastomers. Measuring true stress, 𝜎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, as a function of elongation, 𝜆, for 
brush- and comb-like PDMS elastomers defined by different [𝑛𝑠𝑐 , 𝑛𝑔, 𝑛𝑥] triplets demonstrates 
the mechanical diversity enabled by architectural control. (A) Increasing strand length (𝑛𝑥) leads 
to the conventional inverse variation of 𝐸 and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥. (B) Decreasing grafting density (𝑛𝑔) leads 
to the simultaneous decrease of 𝐸 and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥. (C,D) Controlling both strand length and grafting 
density enables the independent variation of 𝐸 and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥. 
 
Materials with the calculated triplets were synthesized herein and subjected to tensile 
testing in order to validate the mapping (Figure 5.4). Indeed, the materials closely matched the 




Figure 5.4: Architectural control in brush- and comb-like elastomers encodes gel 
mechanics. Stress-strain data (squares) for alginate gel, jellyfish tissue, and poly(acrylamide-co-
urethane) gel, fitting analysis of the data using Eq. 3.6 (dashed red lines), and stress-strain data 
for PDMS materials synthesized with the indicated architectural triplets in line with fitting 
analysis (black lines). 
 
Section 5.3.2: Acoustic Results 
For the acoustic experiments, ng was increased from 1 to ∞ while nsc and nx  were set to 
14 and 600, respectively, which resulted in ranges of α and E0 from 1.2 to 4.7 dB/cm and 2.9 to 
140 kPa, respectively (black squares in the red zone of Figure 5.5; Table 5.3). In contrast, 




Figure 5.5: Ultrasound attenuation in brush- and comb-like elastomers. Attenuation, α, 
increases from 1.2 to 4.7 dB/cm as ng is increased from 1 to ∞ (with nsc and nx set to 14 and 600, 
respectively; red squares from left to right in the red zone). Similarly, α increases from 4.2 to 5.5 
as nx is decreased from 1200 to 300 (with nsc and ng set to 14 and 32, respectively; red diamond, 
right hand adjacent square, and circle in the red zone). Black symbols as in Figure 1.2. 
 
Next, given the chemically distinct PDMS sidechains and PBA spacers, and the fact that 
α depends on molecular chemistry, Cl and α were plotted as functions of chemical composition 
(i.e., as functions of ϕnBa). Interestingly, both exhibited curvature, which suggests a 
corresponding dependence on architecture (Figure 5.6).  
 
Figure 5.6: Speed of sound and attenuation as functions of composition. (A,B) Neither the 
longitudinal speed of sound nor the attenuation increase linearly as a function of the volume 
fraction of n-butyl acrylate spacer. 
 
Equivalent chemical compositions (ϕPBA ≈ 0.8) were compared by setting nsc and ng (to 14 
and 32, respectively) and varying nx (from 1200 to 300). Attenuation and modulus again 
increased simultaneously, this time from 4.2 to 5.5 dB/cm and 130 to 160 kPa, respectively 
(black diamond, right hand adjacent square, and circle in the red zone of Figure 5.5). Note that 
in spite of this composition-independent variation, α and E remained interdependent. 
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Table 5.3: Architectural, mechanical, and acoustic properties of brush- and comb-like 
elastomers. 
ng(1) nx(2) nsc(3) ϕnBA(4) E0 (kPa) (5) C (m/s) (6) α (dB/cm) (7) ρ (g/mL) (8) 
32 1200 14 0.81 130 1390 4.2 1.03 
32 300 14 0.78 160 1340 5.5 1.02 
∞ 600 14 0.97 185 1460 5.9 1.03 
32 600 14 0.80 140 1350 4.7 1.02 
16 600 14 0.67 110 1280 3.7 1.01 
8 600 14 0.50 64 1200 2.8 1.01 
4 600 14 0.30 27 1160 2.1 1.01 
2 600 14 0.12 8.2 1150 1.4 1.01 
1 600 14 0 2.9 1130 1.2 1.00 
1-3) Degrees of polymerization of the sidechains, spacer between sidechains, and strand 
backbone. 4) Volume fraction of nBA, 5) Young’s modulus, 6) Longitudinal speed of sound, 7) 
Acoustic attenuation at 1 MHz, 8) Density. 
 
Recalling Eq. 2.4, note that Young’s modulus is related to the shear and bulk moduli as 
𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈) = 3𝐾(1 − 2𝜈)                                                                                                  (5.3) 











                                                                                                  (5.4) 





                                                                                                                                     (5.5) 
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where A is a constant accounting for 𝜈. Using corresponding values from Table 5.3, this 
relationship is presented below for the brush- and comb-like elastomers in Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7: Acoustomechanical connection. The speed of sound squared is linearly related to 
the Young’s modulus divided by density. 
 
Indeed, a linear fit of the data in Figure 5.7 yields an R-square value of 0.96 (with a slope of 
4500 (m/s)2/(Pa mL / g) and an intercept of 1.2E6 (m/s)2), which validates both the acoustic and 
mechanical characterization presented above. 
Finally, to establish the frequency dependence of α, Fourier analysis using the multi-




Figure 5.8: Frequency dependence of attenuation for brush- and comb-like elastomers. (A) 
Transmission through variably thick samples ([nsc, ng, nx] = [14, 32, 600] is shown as an 
example) yields (B) attenuation as a function of frequency. 
 
First, it is noted that the obtained values of α closely match those obtained above using 
the single-sample method, thereby validating the protocols. As expected, α increases with 
frequency. While the range of frequency is too narrow to calculate the power law dependence, 
the values of α for the ng = 16 and 32 samples are of the same order of magnitude as those for 
tendon and skull bone at 1.4 MHz (~5 and 20 dB/cm, respectively) – and much higher than that 
for skin, breast, skeletal muscle, adult brain, liver, spleen, or infant brain, for example.  
Section 5.4: Outlook 
Thus, the brush- and comb-like elastomers, acoustically characterized for the first time 
herein, simultaneously match the moduli of soft tissues and attenuate ultrasound relatively more. 
Further, combinatorial variation of the architectural triplet [nsc, ng, nx] produces precise control 
within this critical acoustomechanical space. Specifically, attenuation and modulus are increased 
(respectively from 2.9 to 185 kPa and 1.2 to 5.9 dB/cm at 1 MHz), for example, by either setting 
nsc and ng (to 14 and 32 respectively) and decreasing nx (from 1200 to 600 to 300; red diamond, 
right hand adjacent square, and circle respectively in the red zone of Figure 5.5) or setting nsc 
and nx (to 14 and 600 respectively) and increasing ng (from 1 to 2 to 4 to 8 to 16 to 32 to ∞; red 
squares left to right in the red zone of Figure 5.5). For reference, cortical bone, trabecular bone, 
and dentin have α = 6.9, 9.9, and 80 dB/cm at 1 MHz, respectively, and off-the-charts E = 
2.1x1010, 1.5x1010, and 2.0x1010 Pa.  
However, attenuation and modulus appear to be dependently related within the current 
study. Independent variation may still be possible through other [nsc, ng, nx] combinations, 
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including nsc variation – which would be highly advantageous given that specific in vivo 
application will require that the modulus of the samples match the modulus of the tissues. 
One of the major complications with this study is the fact that the sidechains and spacers 
are chemically distinct. In other words, the roles of architecture and composition are intertwined 
(Figure 5.6). All-PDMS, all-PEG, and all-nBA brushes, for example, are possible to make using 
ATRP. Future work should therefore analyze libraries using these chemistries. Specifically, it 
should tune biocompatible chemistry to maximize attenuation.  
Finally, while these results connect the attenuation with the static Young’s modulus of 
the elastomers, it would be ideal to connect it with dynamic mechanical properties. In other 
words, the ideal study would connect modulus and attenuation as functions of frequency. 
Specifically, recalling Eq. 2.8, it would yield attenuation and tanδ as functions of the same 
frequency range. Similarly, given the promising nature of these results, the extended acoustic 
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CHAPTER VI: LINEAR-BRUSH-LINEAR PLASTOMERS 
Section 6.1: Introduction 
While architectural control within the brush- and comb-like networks described above 
can encode biological softness, these chemically crosslinked networks fail to mimic the strong 
strain-stiffening behavior of soft tissues. Indeed, the β of these materials does not exceed ~0.3 
(for [ng, nsc, nx] = [1, 14, 50]), while the β of soft tissues is often between 0.6 and 0.9. To 
introduce this functionality, which is critical for electroactuation applications in addition to 
mimicking tissues, the brush- and comb-like architectures were transformed into linear-brush-
linear ABA-triblock copolymers with chemically and physically distinct linear A-blocks and 
bottlebrush B-blocks.[1] Specifically, driven by microphase separation between the A- and B-
blocks, these copolymers self-assemble into physical networks called plastomers. As with the 
brush- and comb-like elastomers, plastomers were introduced as one of the three platforms in 
Sheiko (Nature. 2017, 549, 497-501) and the related physics are discussed in-depth therein. In 
short, however, it is worth noting that the brush blocks control softness while the linear blocks 
control extensibility by unraveling under deformation. This leads to strain-stiffening in a two 
stage process (as introduced in Section 3.2.2) that replicates strongly non-linear biomechanics. 
Further, the microphase separation produces structural coloration that adapts to deformation. 
Thus, the platform was substantially expanded with corresponding work described in Sheiko 
(Science. 2018, 359, 1509-1513). As above, while the synthesis of the materials was discussed, a 
more comprehensive description is provided below. 
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Section 6.2: Synthesis 
Section 6.2.1: Materials 
Methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99%) was purchased from Fisher and purified immediately 
prior to use with Al2O3. Again, MCR-M11 was purchased from Gelest and purified immediately 
prior to use with Al2O3. Copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 99.999%), tris[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine 
(Me6TREN, 97%), ethylene bis(2-bromoisobutyrate) (2-BiB, 97%), and toluene (99%) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Millipore Sigma) and used as received.  
Section 6.2.2: Procedure 
Step 1: Making the brush blocks (B-blocks) First, the target DP of the brush block, 
𝑛𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡, and the target amount of MCR-M11 (MW = 1000 g/mol), 𝑀𝐶𝑅 − 𝑀11𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡, were 
chosen (i.e., based on the required number and size of samples). The following example is for 
DP = 900 and 50 g of MCR-M11 (50.0 mmol). Second, the targeted amount of initiator, 2-BiB 










                                                        (6.1) 
The initiator (16 mg, 44.4 µmol) was then added to a tared scintillation vial and weighed to yield 
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑔), which was then used to calculate the adjusted amount of MCR-M11 that 
should be added as 
𝑀𝐶𝑅 − 𝑀11𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑  (𝑔) =
𝑀𝐶𝑅−𝑀11𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑔) ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑔)
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑔)
                                             (6.2) 
This amount (50.0 g, 50.0 mmol; given that 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 here) was then 
added to a tared 100 mL Schlenk flask with a valve/stopcock arm and a reagent arm. The 
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required amount of ligand, Me6TREN (MW = 230 g/mol; 𝜌 = 0.862 g/mol), was then calculated 
from 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑔) as 
𝐿𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑔) =








                                                            (6.3) 
The ligand (20.6 mg, 23.9 µL, 89.6 μmol) was then added to the scintillation vial. The required 
amount of toluene (55 mL) was then calculated (roughly a 1.2-to-1 solvent-to-monomer ratio by 
weight is preferred, although ratios up to approximately 1.5-to-1 can work) and used to wash the 
contents of the scintillation vial (i.e., the initiator and the ligand) into the Schlenk flask. 
A stir bar was then added to the flask and the top of the flask was capped with a large 
septum stopper while the reagent arm was capped with a small septum stopper. The 
valve/stopcock arm was then greased (with care to ensure no air bubbles or non-greased patches) 
and the arm was wrapped in Parafilm. The flask was then immersed in an oil bath to stir and a 
long inlet needle was inserted through the small septum stopper such that the tip was just clear of 
the stir bar. An outlet needle was then inserted into the large septum stopper and the solution was 
bubbled with dry nitrogen for 1.5 hours while stirring.  
Then, the required amount of catalyst, Cu(I)Br (MW = 143.45) was calculated (1-to-1 
molar ratio with ligand) as 
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑔) =








                                                            (6.4) 
The catalyst (12.8 mg, 89.6 µmol) was then quickly added to the reaction mixture using a glass 
pipette by partially removing the large septum stopper and turning up the flow of nitrogen during 
the addition. The flask was sealed, purged for 15 minutes and then heated to 45 °C. The 
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polymerization was stopped after 12 hours at 81% monomer conversion, resulting in a 
bottlebrush PDMS polymer with degree of polymerization of the backbone, 𝑛𝑏𝑏 = 911 (Table 
6.1). The polymer was precipitated three to five times from methanol (in a 1-to-1 ratio by 
volume) to purify residual macromonomer (the product precipitates while the monomer goes into 
the methanol). The resulting purified polymer was dried under vacuum at room temperature until 
a constant mass was reached.   
 
Figure 6.1: The synthesis of plastomers. (A) PDMS macromonomer, MCR-M11, is reacted 
with a dibromo initiator using copper-catalyzed ATRP to form initiator brushes for (B) a 
subsequent ATRP reaction wherein linear PMMA tails are grown on both ends of the brushes. 
(C) These ABA-triblock copolymers then microphase separate and self-assemble to form 




Step 2: Adding the linear tails (A-blocks) The PDMS bottlebrushes from Step 1 were 
used as ATRP initiators to grow linear PMMA blocks at both ends. Specifically, bottlebrush 
macro-initiator (10 g, 10.9 μmol), excess MMA (5 g, 49.5 μmol), and Me6TREN (5.1 mg, 5.8 
μL, 21.9 μmol) were dissolved in toluene (20 mL) in a 100 mL Schlenk flask and bubbled with 
dry nitrogen for 1.5 hours. Cu(I)Br (3.1 mg, 21.9 μmol) was then quickly added to the reaction 
mixture, which was then purged with nitrogren for 15 minutes and immersed in an oil bath at 45 
°C. Reaction progress was measured by 1H-NMR (Figure 6.2) and quenched to yield the 
different linear-to-bottlebrush mass ratios summarized below in Table 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.2: Plastomer synthesis, Step 1. 1H-NMR of S1.3 “Step 1” reaction mixture at 81% 
conversion (400 MHz, CDCl3): 6.23, 5.65 (CH2=C(CH3)C=O, PDMS macromonomer, s, 1H), 
4.23 (CO-OCH2, PDMS macromonomer, t, 2H), 4.0 (CO-OCH2, reacted PDMS bottlebrush, m, 




The product was then precipitated in methanol to remove unreacted monomers and vacuumed 
overnight. Finally, the degree of polymerization and the mass ratio of linear end bocks were 
measured by 1H-NMR (CDCl3, Brüker 400 MHz spectrometer) (Figure 6.3). Dried samples were 
dissolved in toluene, poured into TeflonTM-coated petri dishes (WELCH Fluorocarbon), and left 
to dry for 2-3 days. Acoustic samples were molded to have ~65 mm diameters and ~2.4 mm 
thicknesses. 
 
Figure 6.3: Plastomer synthesis, Step 2. Representative 1H-NMR of S1.3 “Step 2” reaction 
mixture, 𝜑𝑎 = 0.08 (400 MHz, CDCl3): 3.88 (-CH2-O-C=O, br, 2H), 3.62 (COO-CH3, s, 3H), 
0.55 (COO-CH2-CH2-CH2-Si(CH3)2, t, 4H). 𝐷𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴 = 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑎





Section 6.3: Mechanical & Acoustic Results 
First, the author would like to thank Andrew Keith and Mohammad Vatankhah-
Varnosfaderani for synthesizing the majority of the plastomers studied herein. 
As with the brush- and comb-like elastomers, the attenuation of the plastomers was 
investigated as a function of modulus. Specifically, the A-block length was incrementally 
increased (from DP = 100 to 560) while the B-block length was held constant (DP ≈ 900). Again, 
α and E0 increased concomitantly (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4); though, for a given E0, attenuation 
in plastomers is relatively higher than that in elastomers.  




(3) E (kPa) (4) β (4) λfit 
(5) E0 (kPa) 
(6) λmax 
(7) α (dB/cm) (8) 
911 100 0.02 3.0 0.195 2.3 4.2 2.8 1.6 
911 256 0.05 6.2 0.316 1.7 10.9 2.6 2.0 
911 479 0.08 7.0 0.356 1.7 13.5 2.7 2.5 
1) Number average degree of polymerization of PDMS bottlebrush backbone determined by 1H-
NMR as exemplified by Fig. S1.1, 2) Number average degree of polymerization of each PMMA 
linear block determined by 1H-NMR as exemplified by Fig. S1.2 3) Volume fraction of A-block, 
𝝆𝑷𝑴𝑴𝑨 = 𝟏. 𝟏𝟓 𝒈 𝒎𝑳⁄ , 𝝆𝑷𝑫𝑴𝑺 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟔 𝒈 𝒎𝑳⁄ . 
4) Structural modulus and strain-stiffening 
parameter. 5) Elongation range used for fitting. 6) Young’s modulus. 7) Elongation-at-break. 8) 
Acoustic attenuation at 1 MHz. 
 
While future work is necessary to decouple the corresponding roles of composition and 
architecture in both cases, these results demonstrate that the plastomers embody the novel 




Figure 6.4: Ultrasound attenuation in plastomers. The attenuation of plastomers increases 
from 1.6 to 2.5 dB/cm at 1 MHz as the length of the linear tails is increased for a set length of the 
bottlebrush block (red triangles left to right in red zone). Similarly, the Young’s modulus 
increases from 4.2 to 13.5 kPa. Thus, the plastomers have tissue-like moduli and linear polymer-
like attenuation coefficients. Other symbols as in Figure 5.5. 
 
Section 6.4: Outlook 
While this study establishes the acoustic nature of the plastomers as a function of nA for a 
single nbb, future work will study multiple nbb. Indeed, the β of the plastomers used herein are only 
slightly higher than those of the brush- and comb-like elastomers. In other words, they are still far below 
those of many soft tissues. More generally, future work will be required to decouple modulus and strain-
stiffening in plastomers. For example, while reported compositions achieve β = 0.8, these are also the 
compositions with the highest moduli (i.e., higher than some of the soft tissues they are intended to 







1) Sheiko, S.S.; Everhart, M.H.; Dobrynin, A.V.; Varnosfaderani, M.V. Encoding tissue 






















CHAPTER VII: COMPOSITES 
Section 7.1: Introduction 
The incorporation and actuation of fillers in ultrasoft matrices is a particularly attractive 
mechanism with which to control bulk material properties (e.g., density, modulus, attenuation, 
and speed of sound). While a vast range of potential fillers exist, discussion here is limited to a 
specific class: those that actuate in response to temperature (Figure 7.1). This class is generally 
characterized by (i) polymeric shells and (ii) gas, liquid, and/or solid cores that, beyond the glass 
transition temperature of the shells, facilitate expansion and, in the case of a composite, regulate 
both the bulk material properties and the acoustic response. These systems are highly tunable 
through the variation of core composition, shell chemistry, shell thickness (d), radius (R), and the 
d/R ratio, for example (attainable property ranges include R = 0.1 – 50 µm, d = 0.001 – 3 µm, ρ 
= 0.02 – 1 g/mL, total K = 105 – 109 Pa, shell Tg = 50 – 150 °C). To establish the potential of the 
above chemistries for making such composites, however, a single composition was investigated: 
Expancel 461DU40, defined by an expansion ratio of ~33 (Figure 7.1).  
 
Figure 7.1: Composition of commercially available Expancel 461DU40. The microbubbles 
are comprised of volatile isobutane cores and relatively gas impermeable P(AN/VDC/MMA) 
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shells. Upon heating, the particles expand to approximately 33 times their original volume. Thus, 
their initial true density decreases by this factor. Note that the microbubbles begin to decompose 
past approximately 140 °C.  
 
Note that similar commercially available fillers, Expancel 031DU40, exist with 
expansion ratios on the order of 60 times the original volume. Additionally, in situ actuation of 
this type theoretically requires surrounding moduli below ~1 Atm and, subsequently, that the 
ultrasoft materials introduced above are again advantageous (i.e., in addition to the fact that they 
mimic biological mechanics). Recall that upon heating, the shells approach their glass transition 
temperature, the cores pressurize, and the fillers rapidly expand after reaching a critical point 
known as the expansion temperature. The relevant physics are well-documented: the expansion 
ratio εComposite = V/V0 ~ L/L0, where V0 is the initial volume of the composite and V is the 
expanded volume (and L and L0 are the corresponding lengths), is a function of both the internal 














)                                                                                                       (7.1) 
where, for fixed P, higher E0 yields lower ε and vice versa.
[1]  
Plotting εIsobutane as a function of temperature (i.e., as a function of the vapor pressure of 
isobutane) for matrices with increasingly higher moduli quantifies this interplay between P, E0, 




Figure 7.2: Expansion of isobutane in matrices of various moduli. (A) The vapor pressure of 
isobutane increases as a function of temperature. (B) Plotting ε as a function of T for isobutane in 
matrices with E0 = 10
4, 105, and 106 Pa (black solid lines) demonstrates that the complete 
expansion of Expancel 461DU40 and 031DU40 (black dotted lines) at practical temperatures 
requires sub-atmospheric moduli (E0 < 10
5 Pa). Theoretical curves (red lines) for representative 
plastomer (nbb = 911 and nA = 100) and brush-like ([nsc, ng, nx] = [14,8,600]) samples that, while 
calculated from E0 and not accounting for the temperature dependence thereof, nonetheless 
illustrate the potential of brush-like matrices for supporting expandable fillers.  
 
Section 7.2: Synthesis 
Sylgard 184 was purchased from Dow Corning. For the plastomer composites, Expancel 
461DU40 was added after dissolving the samples in toluene. To enable homogeneous dispersion 
of the microspheres, the amount of toluene should be minimized – i.e., the viscosity of the 
solution should be maximized. Maximizing viscosity, however, also makes the unwanted 
incorporation of air bubbles during the molding process more likely, and that extra care should 
be taken to avoid this since air bubbles significantly alter the acoustomechanical properties. For 





Section 7.3: Characterization 
First, to measure the expansion curve of the Expancel 461DU40, neat microspheres were 
dispersed in EtOH and deposited on a glass microscope slide. The EtOH was allowed to dry and 
the slide was inserted into an FP82HT Hot Stage controlled by an FP90 Central Processor 
(Mettler Toledo). Temperature was ramped from 308 to 410 K at 6 K/min while images were 
captured using an AxioCam HRm connected to an Axioskop 2 MAT (Zeiss). Images were then 
processed frame-by-frame using ImageJ software to yield average diameter and, thus, expansion 
ratio, εFiller, for the microsphere population as a function of temperature (Figure 7.3).  
 
Figure 7.3: Expansion ratio of Expancel 461DU40 as a function of temperature. The onset 
of expansion was observed to be at approximately 100 °C, in line with the commercially reported 
value. At approximately 140 °C, the microbubbles are fully expanded. The decomposition that 
occurs beyond this temperature is not shown. 
 
Second, to visualize the effects of the modulus of a surrounding matrix on this behavior, 
composites were fabricated using thiol-ene, plastomer, and Sylgard 184 (10-to-1 elastomer-to-
curing agent; 12 hours in a 50 °C Isotemp Oven (Fisher Scientific)) and expanded in the same 
manner as the bare microspheres (Figure 7.4A). In the case of the thiol-ene and plastomer 
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matrices, expansion was observed to occur in an uninhibited manner. Conversely, Sylgard 184 
completely prevented expansion in line with the predicted behavior shown in Figure 7.2B. Thus, 
a composite expanding into a cavity within a matrix with sufficiently high or low E0 will either 
(i) adopt the shape of the cavity or (ii) deform it (Figures 7.4B and 7.4C respectively). 
 
Figure 7.4: Composite expansion in matrices with different moduli and into variably stiff 
cavities. (A) Fillers incorporated in a thiol-ene matrix with Young’s modulus ~105 Pa expand 
completely. In contrast, fillers incorporated in a Sylgard 184 matrix with Young’s modulus ~106 
Pa do not expand (scale bar represents 2-3 cm). (B) As temperature is increased from 25 to 
135 °C, an approximately spherical plastomer composite (V0 ≈ 1 cm
3), impregnated with 
isobutane-based thermoexpandable fillers (Expancel 461DU40), expands to fill a star-shaped 
cavity (V ≈ 3.7 cm3) within a relatively hard (E0 ≈ 10
6) PDMS matrix submerged in oil 
(snapshots at both the onset of expansion, 90 °C, and full expansion; corresponding video in SI). 
The composite expansion ratio εComposite = V/V0, where V (~L) is expanded volume and V0 (~L0) 
is initial volume, is a function of both the internal pressure, P, of the filler and the Young’s 
modulus, E0, of the plastomer matrix. (C) An equivalent plastomer composite expanding into a 
void within a soft matrix with Young’s modulus ~105 Pa deforms the void. 
 
Composites with similar fillers have been developed in the past using matrices of linear 
polymers.[3-5] However, while these conventional composites have been successfully applied in 
microfluidics, their performance in terms of εComposite is inherently constrained by their relatively 
high E0. Thus, composite expansion ratio, εComposite, and composite expansion efficiency, 
ηComposite, were quantitatively assessed via volume displacement as functions of filler loading for 
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the plastomer and thiol-ene composites. Specifically, cylindrical samples (approximately 7 mL in 
volume) were submerged in water, removed, dried, heated for 10 minutes at 410 K in the 
Isotemp Oven, and then resubmerged. Images were captured during submersion both before and 
after heating with a Rebel T4i digital camera and processed using ImageJ in order to maximize 
accuracy. Plotting εComposite and expansion efficiency η = εExpt./εTheo. as functions of filler volume 
fraction ϕ0,Filler for both the conventional composites and the plastomer and thiol-ene composites 
highlights the conventional constraint: the conventional composites fall short of the theoretical 
εMax while the thiol-ene and plastomer composites are more efficient, exhibiting ideal efficiency 
at low ϕ0,Filler (Figure 7.5A and 7.5B).  
 
Figure 7.5: Expansion ratio and efficiency of ideally expandable thiol-ene and plastomer 
composites. (A) Relative to conventional SikaForce 7888 L10 (blue diamonds) and Sylgard184 
(5-, 10-, and 20-to-1 elastomer-to-curing agent; up-, left-, and right-facing blue triangles, 
respectively) matrices with 031DU40 fillers, supersoft plastomer and thiol-ene matrices (violet 
squares and circles, respectively) with 461DU40 achieve superior values of εComposite (maximum 
theoretical composite expansion ratios for 461DU40- and 031DU40-based composites are shown 
by the black- and blue-dotted lines, respectively) and (B) expansion efficiencies ηComposite = εExpt./ 
εTheo. as functions of initial filler volume fraction ϕ0,Filler. Visual microscopy (inset) exhibits the 




Section 7.4: Mechanical & Acoustic Results 
Section 7.4.1: Mechanical Results 
Composite stress-strain curves were obtained before and after expansion for the thiol-ene 
and plastomer matrices with various initial filler volume fractions ϕ0,Filler (Figure 7.6A and 7.6B, 
respectively). In both cases, unexpanded filler increased composite modulus (from E0 = 50 to 70 
kPa for thiol-ene with ϕ0,Filler = 0.00 and 0.20 and from 50 to 70 kPa for plastomer with ϕ0,Filler = 
0.00 and 0.08, where E0 in each case was measured as the tangent of the stress-strain curve). 
Indeed, this was expected given that the modulus of the filler shell is much higher than that of 
either the thiol-ene or plastomer matrices. Similarly, the composite modulus was much greater 
post-expansion, though the materials were weaker in every case. In both cases, adding 
unexpanded filler also increased β (from ~0 to 0.02 for 0.00 for thiol-ene with ϕ0,Filler = 0.00 and 
0.20, and from 0.19 to 0.25 for plastomer with ϕ0,Filler = 0.00 and 0.08). 
 
Figure 7.6: Composite mechanical response both pre- and post-expansion for various 
loading fractions. True stress (σ) as a function of elongation (λ) for thiol-ene and plastomer 




Next, to determine the potential for stepwise actuation, values from the Expancel 
461DU40 expansion curve were used to calculate the temperatures required to achieve targeted 
partial-expansion ratios (e.g., to go from ϕ0,Filler = 0.04 to ϕFiller = 0.18 while accounting for 
ηComposite; note that ϕ0,Filler = 0.04 can achieve ϕFiller = 0.58 if complete expansion occurs). In each 
case, the targeted volume was achieved (Figure 7.7A; Method A in Section 3.2.1). Interestingly, 
β increased from 0.19 to 0.23 for ϕ0,Filler = 0.04 to ϕFiller = 0.04, but then decreased steadily (to 
0.22, 0.21, and 0.14 for ϕFiller = 0.06, 0.18, and 0.37). This stark contrast with the fact that β 
increases with unexpanded filler loading (at least up to ϕ0,Filler = 0.08) is presumably because the 
filler expansion irreversibly unravels the A-block clusters, which are otherwise the source of 
strain-stiffening. Indeed, hysteresis in the stress-strain curves of plastomers is known.  
Similarly, incremental expansion of a single sample was investigated (Figure 7.7B; 
Method B in Section 3.2.1). Again, targeted partial-expansion ratios were achieved, with E0 
increasing as a function of ϕFiller. To minimize hysteresis, the samples were not stretched beyond 
λ = 1.6, though hystersis presumably occurred even so.[6] Thus, values of β were unobtainable.   
 
Figure 7.7: Partial and incremental expansion with plastomer composites. (A) Targeted 
partial expansion-ratios are achieved for multiple samples with ϕ0,Filler = 0.04. (B) Targeted 




Next, composite Young’s modulus normalized by the modulus of an unloaded matrix was 
plotted as a function of filler volume fraction for both unexpanded and expanded fillers in both 
thiol-ene and plastomer matrices. In other words, all of the above mechanical results were 
compiled. Significantly, as ϕ0,Filler approaches 1, modulus increases by a factor of ~20, and 
thereby represents another mechanism for navigating the acoustomechanical space of α and E0. 
Further, as expected,[7] the increase in modulus with volume fraction was linear at low volume 
fractions (i.e., until approximately ϕFiller = 0.1, at which point nonlinear effects become 
significant). Interestingly, the increase in modulus occurred faster in plastomer composites than 
in thiol-ene composites. 
 
Figure 7.8: Composite modulus as a function of filler loading. Initial Young’s modulus (E0) 
of each composite (thiol-ene and plastomer composites are circles and squares, respectively) 
normalized by the modulus of the unloaded matrix (E0’) as a function of filler volume fraction 
(ϕ) for both unexpanded and expanded materials (black and violet, respectively).  
 
Next, composite modulus was investigated as a function of temperature by oscillating 
samples under uniaxial tension while temperature was slowly ramped (Section 3.2.1).  
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Note, however, that (i) the rheometer measures force over cross-sectional area and (ii) the cross-
sectional area of the composites is a function of temperature. Thus, the filler expansion curve 







+ 1                                                                                                 (7.2) 
The change in the cross-sectional area of a composite as a function of temperature, 𝑑𝐴𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟(𝑇), 
follows as 
𝑑𝐴𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟(𝑇) = [𝑑𝑉𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟(𝑇)]





2 (𝑓(𝑇) − 1)]2/3                   (7.3) 
where 𝑑𝑉𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟(𝑇) is the ideal change in filler volume fraction, 𝑉0 is the initial volume of the 
composite, and 𝐴𝐷𝑀𝐴 is the original cross-sectional area of the composite (i.e., that calculated by 
the DMA from the inputed sample dimensions). Thus, the real modulus of the composite as a 










                                                                      (7.4) 
where 𝜎(𝑇) is stress, 𝜀 is strain, and 𝐴𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑇) is the real cross-sectional area of the composite. 





                                                                                          (7.5) 
Note that this method does not account for ηComposite. However, it serves as a reasonable 




 In line with the results shown in Figure 7.8, the addition of unexpanded filler again 
increased composite modulus (Figure 7.9A). Further, at the expansion temperature of the filler, 
370K (recall Figure 7.3), composite modulus was observed to increase sharply. Rerunning the 
now expanded samples after the experiment showed that the modulus of an expanded sample 
decreases sharply at the expansion temperature of the filler (Figure 7.9B), an expected result 
given that the modulus of the filler shell moves through its glass transition at this point. The 
above adjustment protocol is validated by overlaying the pre-expansion curves with the post-
expansion curves (i.e., Figure 7.9A with Figure 7.9B) and noting that the moduli at the end of 
the experiments align (Figure 7.9C). It is unclear, however, why the composite modulus 
decreases with temperature (i.e., prior to 370K) (recall Eq. 4.1). It should be noted here that the 
curves represent only one sample each. In other words, their accuracy and precision are relatively 
low. Note further than the sharp “jumps” around 310 K in Figure 7.9B reflect “untwisting” of 




Figure 7.9: Composite modulus as a function of temperature. (A) The moduli of unexpanded 
composites with various filler loadings increase sharply at the expansion temperature of the 
filler. (B) The moduli of the same composites, now expanded, decrease sharply at the expansion 
temperature of the filler. (C) The final moduli of both overlap. 
 
 Finally, composite hystersis was investigated by rerunning the same expanded sample 
multiple times (Figure 7.10) without unloading the sample or remeasuring the sample 
dimensions. The decrease of stress pre-370K and the increase of stress post-370K both suggest 
that the filler volume fraction decreases with sequential temperature ramps, which is in line with 
the fact that the fillers are unstable above 400 K. 
 
Figure 7.10: Stress-strain of a plastomer composite for sequential temperature ramps. The 
pre-370K stress decreases with each run while the post-370K stress increases. 
 
Section 7.4.2: Acoustic Results 
The attenuation and speed of sound were then measured for thiol-ene and plastomer 
composites partially expanded to targeted composite partial-expansion-ratios (Figure 7.11; the 




Figure 7.11: Empowering ultrasound lithography and imaging. Acoustic attenuation, α, 
increases with filler volume fraction while the longitudinal speed of sound, Cl, decreases toward 
that in air. 
 
As expected, attenuation increased drastically as a function of filler volume fraction. 
Specifically, for the plastomer composites, α increases from 1.6 to 160 dB/cm as ϕ0,Filler increases 
from 0 to 0.55, while E0 increases from 4.8 to 37 kPa and Cl decreases from 1200 to 441 m/s 
(Table 7.1). For comparison, while a neat plastomer with E0 = 13.5 kPa has α = 2.5 dB/cm, an 
expanded plastomer composite with ϕ0,Filler = 0.26 has similar E0 = 12 kPa but significantly 
higher α = 46 dB/cm. Note that the majority of this increase is presumably due to scattering, and 
thus that the results have more implications for acoustic imaging than for acoustic heating. 
Nonetheless, scattering is known to increase absorption, and this composite effect could be 
applied toward both ends. For the thiol-ene composites, as ϕ0,Filler increases from 0 to 0.16, E0 
increases from 50 to 76 kPa and α increases from 2.8 to 18 dB/cm. 
Table 7.1: Acoustic and mechanical results of plastomer composites. Note that nbb = 911 and 
nA = 100. 
ϕFiller
(1) E0 (kPa) 
(2) C (m/s) (3) α (dB/cm) (4) 
0.00 4.2 1300 1.6 
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0.04 5.5 1090 2.7 
0.05 5.8 1040 3.3 
0.26 12 700 46 
0.55 37 440 160 
1) Volume fraction of filler (Expancel 461DU40), 2) Young’s modulus, 3) Longitudinal speed of 
sound, 4) Acoustic attenuation at 1 MHz 
 
Plotting attenuation as a function of E0 for both highlights that the composites enable an extreme 
combination thereof – a combination that satisfies the target zone of Figure 1.2 (Figure 7.12). 
 
Figure 7.12: Attenuation as a function of modulus for composites. Thiol-ene and plastomer 
composites (hollow stars and triangles, respectively) exhibit α far above those of tissues and 
hydrogels while also maintaining relatively low moudli (E0 < 10
5 Pa). Other symbols as in 
Figure 6.4. 
 
Section 7.5: Outlook 
Even though the expansion efficiencies of the composites herein are superior to those of 
conventional composites, they are not ideal in every case (i.e., the incorporated fillers do not 
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achieve a 33 volume increase at higher loadings) (Figure 7.5B). Presumably, the maximum 
packing density of spheres (~0.6 to 0.75 for various models) plays a role in limiting this 
efficiency. However, other factors are also imaginable. For example, the potential of 
extensibility-limited expansion, especially in the case of the more strain-stiffening matrices, 
should be investigated in future work by employing fillers with various expansion ratios and 
matrices with various elongations-at-break. As an aside, it is worth noting that the unprecedented 
expansion efficiencies imply that the composites herein potentially suit microfluidic applications 
in addition to the targeted biomedical applications. 
Second, while brush- and comb-like elastomer composites are not presented, they are 
nonetheless desirable. With the main roadblock being the very low viscosity of the reaction 
solutions (Section 5.2.2; recall that the elastomers were synthesized using 50% anisole by 
volume), preliminary work was done to create such composites by injecting the solutions into 
airtight molds and rotating the molds on a “spit” using a motor. 
Recalling that most soft tissues have relatively high β, the increase thereof with loading 
of unexpanded fillers is encouraging and future work should investigate this use, even with 
nonexpendable fillers. Note here that it would be desirable to increase β independently of E. One 
possibility would be to incorporate soft nanoparticles (perhaps made of brush- and comb-like 
elastomer) that have strong bonding interactions with the matrices. While the increase herein is 
favorable in terms of β, the expanded composites were weaker in every case. Given the high 
degree of volume change during the expansion process, it is imaginable that (i) network bonds 
are broken in the case of the thiol-ene composites and, as mentioned above, (ii) A-block domains 
are unraveled. Thus, future work should target expansion that does not compromise strength 
(e.g., by controlling expansion rate or using networks with higher extensibility). More 
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specifically, plastomer composites with various nbb and nA combinations should be investigated, 
while thiol-ene composites with longer crosslinkers should be investigated. Along these same 
lines, composites with fillers of varied size and expansion temperature should be used. This 
second consideration is especially important for biomedical applications, wherein the expansion 
temperature should be closer to the body temperature. 
Finally, there is great potential for the use of other filler classes with the matrices 
presented herein. For example, fillers that respond to magnetic fields would be very interesting to 
investigate since such fields can, like acoustic fields, be applied in vivo in a relatively 
noninvasive manner. One can imagine, for example, using such fields to squeeze a drug-loaded 
magnetoresponsive implant in order to accomplish remote controlled and precise delivery. 
Similarly, such an implant could, for example, provide information about the mechanical state of 
the surrounding tissue, which might be important for monitoring progress in tissue engineering 
applications. In terms of volume expanding fillers, a second class known as the gas-generating 
fillers should be investigated. For example, microcapsules of NaBH4 with polymer shells can be 
triggered to release gas, and could therefore be used to achieve the same volume-expanding 
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CHAPTER IIX: ACOUSTIC HEATING & IMAGING 
Section 8.1: Results 
Finally, having quantified the acoustomechanical changes due to expansion, it was 
demonstrated that this expansion can be achieved acoustically. Immersing and securing a 
representative plastomer composite (with ϕ0,Filler = 0.05) in a water bath, short pulses from a 
HIFU transducer were applied to lithographically pattern (i.e., expand) the sample with 
millimeter resolution (Figure 8.1A). It was then shown that both the unexpanded and expanded 
composites yield significant acoustic contrast with normal ultrasound imaging equipment 
(Figure 8.2B). 
 
Figure 8.1: Empowering ultrasound lithography and imaging. (A) An unexpanded plastomer 
composite (ϕ0,Filler = 0.05) suspended in a water bath is acoustically heated by pulses from a 
HIFU transducer (1 MHz) controlled with an XYZ-stage. Specifically, “UNC” is patterned with 
millimeter resolution to demonstrate the thermally actuated volume transformations introduced 
in Figure 1 and represent proof of concept for similar release and shape transformations. (B) An 
equivalent composite embedded in ultrasound gel is acoustically visualized (Left). After 




Section 8.2: Methods 
Section 8.2.1: Heating 
Actuation was accomplished with a custom-built 1” aperture 1.0 MHz focused transducer 
(Blatek) connected to a Model 2100L Power Amplifier (ENI) and controlled with an AG 1022F 
Waveform Generator (OWON). The generator was used to output sinusoidal waveforms at 1.00 
Vpp and 1.00 MHz, which were subsequently amplified to 15 W. The optimal focal distance of 
the transducer (2.93 ± 0.08 cm) was determined by connecting the transducer to the linear rail of 
the pulser/receiver system described above and maximizing the reflection signal in pulse-echo 
mode from a brass sample. For the actuation experiments, the transducer was connected to an 
XYZ-stage that allowed for mm-scale positional resolution. Composite samples were anchored 
to the base of the water bath and the transducer face was positioned 3 cm from the sample face. 
Finally, the transducer was scanned stepwise using 2-second pulses per step to actuate the 
samples. 
Section 8.2.2: Imaging 
Imaging was conducted using a Vevo 2100. Samples for imaging were prepared by 
cutting two 2.4 x 6.3 x 12 mm rectangles from a plastomer composite (nbb = 911; nA = 100; 
impregnated with Expancel 461DU40 filler at ϕ0,Filler = 0.05). One of the samples was heated for 
10 minutes at 410 K in an Isotemp Oven (Fisher Scientific) prior to imaging. To image, a line of 
Aquasonic Clear Ultrasound Gel was first laid on the benchtop (it is recommended here to 
dispense the gel in a single, continuous motion in order to prevent the entrapment of air). The 
plastomer composites were then laid slowly on top of the line (i.e., rather than “at once,” again to 
prevent the entrapment of air). Finally, a second line of gel was laid on top of the samples such 
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that the samples were completely encased by gel. The transducer was then manually scanned 
over the gel with the following experimental B-Mode parameters: Application / Preset – General 
Imaging; Transmit Frequency / Power – 40 MHz / 100%; Acquisition Gain, Frame Rate, Depth, 
Width, Line Density, Persistence, Sensitivity, ECG/Resp Gate, Extended Buffer – 22 dB, 20, 
10.00 mm, 14.08 mm, High, Off, High, Off/Off, Off; Display Dynamic Range, Display Map, 
Brightness, Contrast – 65 dB, G5, 50, 50. 
Section 8.2: Outlook 
While the lithography demonstrated above is encouraging, there is one main drawback 
that must be noted: expanded fillers scatter acoustic waves. Thus, if the surface of a composite is 
expanded using HIFU, the unexpanded volume beyond it cannot be expanded (Figure 8.2). This 
shielding effect makes the prospect of bulk expansion very challenging. However, it is worth 
noting that bulk expansion is theoretically possible given that it could be accomplished from the 
inside out. 
 
Figure 8.2: Expanded fillers shield HIFU waves. (A) An unexpanded composite is (B) 
expanded at its surface using HIFU. However, the expanded fillers at the surface then scatter 
subsequent acoustic waves, preventing complete bulk expansion. Note: the impressions in the 




In terms of acoustic heating, one main drawback is that the plastomer composition 
studied herein is not stable at elevated temperatures over long periods of time. Specifically, while 
the plastomer maintains its mechanical properties after being heated for 30 minutes at 125 °C, 
then 30 minutes at 140 °C, and then 30 minutes at 160 °C (Figure 9.3), it becomes extremely 
brittle after 12 hours at 160 °C. The reason for this is unknown and should be the subject of 
future work. 
 
Figure 8.3: Stress-strain of plastomer after heating. The modulus of plastomer is unchanged 
by sequential half-hour increments at 125, 140, and 160 °C. 
 
Finally, future work should characterize the intensity of the HIFU field, as well as the subsequent 
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CHAPTER IX: SUMMARY & OVERALL OUTLOOK 
Section 9.1: Summary 
In conclusion, brush- and comb-like elastomers are as soft as hydrogels, yet do not 
contain a solvent fraction – and are thus acoustically-active (Figure 9.1). This unique 
combination enables the union of soft matter and ultrasound, which is characterized by (i) 
significant penetration depths in the human body, (ii) high-resolution inductive 
heating/pressurization therein, and (iii) equally high-resolution imaging thereafter.  
 
Figure 9.1: Biologically soft yet ultrasonically active materials. Unlike tissues, gels, and 
conventional polymers, brush- and comb-like elastomers, plastomers, and thiol-ene elastomers 




Further, the low moduli of the elastomers and plastomers support the in situ expansion of 
thermoexpandable fillers. These composites significantly exhibit ideal expansion efficiencies at 
low filler loading, and can increase in volume by ~10 times and in Young’s modulus by ~20 
times with high filler loading. Further, the fillers are observed to enhance the strain-stiffening 
behavior of the composites in certain cases, an interesting result given that current work is geared 
toward mimicking the high strain-stiffening of biological tissue. 
Finally, because the materials absorb ultrasound very well, this expansion can be 
accomplished using high intensity focused ultrasound. Similarly, both the unexpanded and 
expanded composites provide significant acoustic contrast with conventional ultrasound imaging 
equipment. 
Section 9.2: Outlook 
Generally, it is hoped that this work will be extended to biocompatible chemistries and 
eventually leveraged in combination with emerging design paradigms – such as those behind 
acoustic metamaterials and acoustic holograms – to create acoustically interactive implants and 
other next generation soft matter devices.[1,2] More specifically, it is also suggested that the 
materials are investigated as acoustic dosimeters. Again, while the values of Cl and α reported 
herein are for room temperature (~20 °C) and 1 MHz, both parameters depend on temperature 
and frequency, and future work is therefore needed to derive these relationships.[3-5] For example, 
tuning the in vivo performance of an implant would require prior characterization at body 
temperature (37 °C) for the entire applied frequency range. Similarly, recalling Eq. 2.9, it is 
recommended that the heat capacity of the materials is established to inform potential 
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